
 

1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Intelligence style traffic system that is called by ITS 
(Inteligent Transfortation System) is accomplishing much 
developments by technology development of electron and 
control.  
And developing new model and researching is progressing 
about way to raise the practical use degree.  
In this paper, that drive using used MPC sensor is easy when 
is short distance, but it is hard that establish sensor in the all 
places when is long distance.  
As instruction, because unmanned  driving system that is 
require d in durability test system is restricted, it is important 
that choose suitable sensor  
 

2. CHOICE OF SENSOR  
 
Sensor that is used in unmanned vechles' drive is divided by 
two by form that recognize traffic information. One is 
method(vision, GPS etc.) to acquire traffic information 
without special additional mounting and the other is 
method(Guidepath following method ; Wire Guided, Optical 
Stripe, Magnetic Tape(or Magnetic Lateral Guidance), Radar 
etc.) to drive establishing additional construction of guide line 
or Beacon etc. in the road construction  
In the case of using vision system sensor, the road 
onformation is combined and utilized through the image 
porcossing technoiques. 
Vision System sensor is the method of situation of road etc.. 
by input image processing techniques information method to 
use association be  
This is advantage that can utilize system that without 
additional specification infra composition exists again just as 
it is. but there is restriction of reliability and application 
possibility system, space.  
Also, GPS embody independence navigation without 
information from outside using direction sensor and speed 
sensor and angular velocity gyro etc. 
But generally there is shortcoming that keep with that is 
accumulated whenever error of position measurement uses and  
 

 

much expenses cost in repair.  
In the case of the latter, Magnetic sensor (MPC, MR sensor 
etc..) is used much by method to distinguish own position 
detecting position of guide line directly.  
Optical stripe and Magnetic Type are also able to be used. 
However it is impossible to use them since the system is for 
outdoor implementation. 
In the case of MPC sensor, establishment, repair expense is 
less and forefinger distance is long than another thing sensor 
and is tenacious to outside or noise of earth magnetic field and 
so on.  
But there is shortcoming that must disembogue constant 
current and voltage again continuously in guide line of upside.  
In the case of MR sensor, get position information using 
magnet.  
And it is economical  because this is lasting and expense does 
not cost except early installation cost and detection accuracy is 
superior relatively  
However, there is shortcoming that react sensitively in effect 
of earth magnetic field and so on by susceptibility of sensor 
itself and forefinger distance is short and according to 
ingredient such as nail or steel that can influence to magnet on 
the road forefinger ability of sensor becomes different  
Therefore, we decide to use tenacious MPC sensor to outside 
or noise in this experiment.  
Because relatively long detection distance, climate fluctuation, 
artificial outside has tenacious trait of character to element  
 

3. MPC SENSOR 
 
3.1 Principleof MPC sensor 
 
If AC voltage that have specification frequency to straight line 
leading wire passes, a following magnetic field is formed  
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This magnetic field causes current on inductor interior that is 
away as R from straight line leading wire and electromotive 
force is derived within circuit and is expressed as following.  
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Therefore, can grasp distance to magnitude of electromotive 
force derived in inductor.  

 
Fig.1  Principle of MPC Sensor 

 
3.2Characteristic of MPC sensor 
 
in this paper, MPC sensor that wish to use to steering sensor 
has structure of inductor basically.  
Because impedance of ideal inductor to be proportional in 
frequency with Eq.3, as is shown in Fig.2 increase 
proportional in frequency 

2z j L Lω π= =  (3) 

 
Fig.2 Impedance change by ideal inductor and 

frequency of actuality inductor 
 

However, in the practical case, it shows resonance frequency 
as shown in fig.2 because it has capacitance internally as 
shown in fig.3. Thus the practical inductor can be represented 
as a RLC parallel resonant circuit as shown in fig.4. 

     
Fig.3 Series resistance in     Fig.4 Inductor equivalence  
capacitance and inductor          circuit 
 
in RLC parallel cutcuit  Current and impedance and 
resonance condition are as following. 
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Resonance condition : 
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When satisfy condition of Eq.6, maximum impedance appears 
in Eq5. 
This time, sensor sensitivity gets into maximum 
 
3.1 Choice of Guiding Frequency 
 
When choose frequency of flowing interchange in guide line, 
disturbance chooses the smallest section. When this tests 
durability, (shock, vehiclesc characteristic shock etc.. from 
engine shock, road surface) outside in vehicles traveling by 
ship state by it because is influenced much be.  
Because this receives much effect by disturbance in vehicles 
traveling  when test durability, it is reasonable that width of 
most change choose small frequency.  
For signal power supply of specific frequency to approve in 
signal line, experiment inputs sine wave output of frequency 
generator to amplifier and generated signal voltage 
useing  frequency generator and audio amplifier of college of 
dentistry proper form 360 W  
Vehicles fixs inductor and investigated sensor output voltage 
by vehicles traveling and  in case of engine noise that is the 
biggest disturbance element,  
change RPM while drive and change of output voltage chose 
the fewest frequency 
 
3.4 Sensor modeling 
 
As is arranged in 2, magnetic velocity  that happen in guide 
line induces voltage added to sensor.  
Derived voltage are appeared as different form according to 
voltage that is approved in guide line  
In this paper, because it is purpose that use at steering of 
unmaned vehicle, change of voltage by distance must choose 
voltage of suitable guide line.  
Also in an actual experiment, must consider linearization 
between voltage - distance because problem of memory and 
calculation time happen.  
Magnitude of a magnetic field that is derived from guide line 
is inverse proportion in square of distance as is looked in next 
time Biot-Savart's rule  
This sensor modelling is important because it  is decided 
whether is going to establish in some form to where of 
vehicles though know correctly specification of sensor  
To see linearity by distance, experiment by two method of 
when run parallel and vertical with guide line  

 
Fig.5 Verticality in guide line 



 
Fig.6 Parallel in guide line 

 
If see figure, although pk-pk values are small when is parallel, 
can know that linear part is long.  
but when is vertical, pk-pk values are big and linear part is too 
short.  
As length from center of a car to side is about 60～70㎝ 
usually, linear part must be in this extent  
So in this experiment we decided to establish sensor for 
direction that get into verticality in guide line  
 

4. VECHILE MODELING 
 
Must execute modelling about control target to design 
controller  
Because control target of natural world is nonlinear model in 
general, calculation can be complicated or difficult at 
controller design.  
Modelling for vehicles of control target which is used in this 
paper does to utilize simplicity vehicles model  
Because composition vehicles model of 6 DOF is expressed 
by 16 state variables, must use simplicity vehicles model to 
supply foundation in controller design.  
Because control viewpoint which become main interest is 
steering, pitch motion and yaw motion of vehicles ignore.  
Also if vehicles travels flat road and suppose slope of road, 
error of side sliding angle and yaw angle is small and the 
speed is fixed for length direction of vehicles, composition 
vehicles model can simplify as follows  
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If MPC sensor is away as ds distance from centroid, output 
can appear as following  
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     [9] 

 
Because ultimate purpose in this system is budging through 
guide line that vehicles does purpose using steering device  
When vehicles moves through guide line, figure that display 
preceding descriptions exercise equation is same with lower 
part  
 

 

Fig.7 Scope of the Simplified Model  

 
5. LQG/LTR CONTROLLER DESIGN 

 
Because this system is single input/output system of freedom 
integral element exists in the plant itself, introduce design 
technique about this and designe controller  
Target filter roof (TFL) design is that leave freedom integral 
element of plant itself using optimal roof shaping and form 
desirable target filter roof as removing all extreme points of 
plant.  
Can make linear equation that can choose design parameter  
Zd is desirable zero polynomial expression, that is, vector that 
composed by calculation of open roof characteristic equation  
if L  exist uniquely,  must be rank (Zc) = n . 
If plant does not have repeated root, this condition is satisfied 
and this time design parameter L is chosen as following.  
By next time, after form target filter roof choosing design 

parameter μ by μ = 0.01 to satisfy design specification, 
choose filter gain matrix H as following  

H=[10 0 0 0 0 0]T 
Then, restore singular value of compensated roof taransfer 
function G (s) K (s) by designed target filter roof Gf (s)  
In the case of minimum phase system,  
according to ρ approaching by 0, roof transfer recovery is 



well but there is effect that increase magnitude of control 
input.  
Therefore ρ=10-6 is chosen to recover the frequency to 10 
times of the crossover frequency  
G that have ρ value and is design para meter of LQG/LTR 
compensation flag way * and way * from choose  
using ρ value, G of design parameter of LQG/LTR 
compensator get eq.* and eq.*  
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thus, Design LQG/LTR controller and  Estimate performance 
about control system that combine plant and controller  
 
5. simulation 
when design LQG/LTR controller, design specification is that 
crossover frequency is 10rad/sec and has zero steady state 
error  

 
Fig.8 LTR state of open loop T.F 

 
Fig.9 Bode plot of close loop T.F 

 
Fig. 10 Bode plot of Sensitivity T.F 

 
In upside picture  we can see performance of LQG/LTR 
controller that is tenacious at noise in high frequency and 
follow tenacious target filter roof to disturbance in low 
frequency. 
 

 
Fig.11 for grasping Command following performance 

,do step input 
 
If see in upside picture, can know that time station response of 
LQG/LTR controller improved more than plant and PID 
controller. 

 
Fig.12 Control input of LQG/LTR controller 

Can see that early input of LQG/LTR controller comes 
excessively. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Unmanned Vehicles driving that use MPC sensor can be 
embodied if make use of strong LQG/LTR controller to 
disturbance. However, there is problem that early input comes 
excessively, but result that is better more than PID controller 
on the whole appears. 
Also, must apply these on actuality vehicles and consider 
method to put to practical use 
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